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ITN Source
OUR FOOTAGE IN FILM
ITN Source has provided footage to
Oscar winning classics and acclaimed
productions such as The King’s
Speech, Atonement, Zero Dark Thirty,

ITN SOURCE

and the ‘Carry On’ film series, current

The Iron Lady, Senna and many more -

200 Gray’s Inn Road, London
WC1X 8XZ, UK
T: +44 (0)207 430 4480
E: sales@itnsource.com
www.itnsource.com
Executives attending:
Hanna Davies - Business
Development Manager, (German
Speaking & Eastern Europe)
Dan Mills - Head of Business
Development

affairs series ‘World in Action’, arts

we’re proud to have provided content

programme ‘The South Bank Show’

that’s helped turn vision into reality.

and so much more, covering every
strand of entertainment. You can find a

“…a joy to work with, extremely

host of stars within our ITV collection,

helpful with sending us screeners

including; Sir David Frost, Meryl Streep,

and doing research into rare Beatles

Richard Burton, Laurence Olivier,

footage.” Ryan White, Director ‘Good

Katherine Hepburn, Michael Caine and

Ol’ Freda’, Tripod Media

Humphrey Bogart.
Find the footage your production

The ITV Collection includes: Granada,

“ITN Source archive proved an

needs! ITN Source is one of the

Rank, Korda, Carlton, Romulus,

invaluable resource in research and

world’s leading providers of archive

Rohauer, ITC and LWT, as well as

ultimately on screen and is something

video content, offering rare quality

regional programme archives such as

we tap into time and time again. The

footage from the most iconic

Anglia, Meridian, Tyne Tees and more.

archive eloquently complemented the

moments in history from partners

life histories of the contributors in The

across the globe, from 1896 to

ANNIVERSARIES & EVENTS

Spirit of ‘45 and brought the post-

present.

CALENDAR

war period in Britain alive.” Eimhear

•
•
•
•

Over 2.7 million video clips

McMahon, Production Manager ‘Spirit

online

of ‘45’, Sixteen Fly

20 hours of digitised content
added every day

INVITATION TO PRIVATE ARCHIVE

More than 30 years research

DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP

experience

Find the footage your production

Searchable 24/7

needs! Tell us about your upcoming
projects and ideas, and find out how

PARTNER SPOTLIGHT: ITV STUDIOS

our historic footage can be used to

ITV Studios is the largest commercial
production company in the UK,
creating over 3,500 hours of original

enhance your production.
“Be ready to fight, I’m coming
to get you Henry (Cooper)!”
Muhammad Ali (1966)

programming every year, building on a

•

Brainstorm ideas on how to use
archive footage to enhance your

•

projects

heritage of over 50 years.

On 27th June 2014 it will be the

ITN Source have made thousands of

35th anniversary of Muhammad Ali’s

hours of the most well known and

retirement. Looking forward over the

famous British television and feature

next two years, we have compiled a

Contact us for more info at

films ever produced by ITV Studios

selection of iconic shots relating to

sales@itnsource.com

available to you. Access exclusive

historical anniversaries, milestones and

footage of Martin Luther King, Michael

upcoming major events. Check out

Jackson and The Beatles, classics such

our Anniversaries & Events Calendar at

as ‘Inspector Morse’, ‘Brief Encounter’

ITNSource.com.

‘INSPECTOR MORSE’ (1987-2000)

Discuss flexible commercial
models for international markets

OUR PARTNERS

Scorpion TV
PORN ON THE BRAIN 47 mins HD
This groundbreaking documentary
reveals the effect of pornography on
Scorpion TV is an international

the brain for the first time. Is hardcore

distribution company dedicated to

porn really bad for kids? We meet

the sales of award-winning films

the neuroscientists, therapist and

and television shows from the

educators all concerned about its

BBC, Channel 4 and independent

effects on vulnerable, growing brains.

producers from around the world.
CRAIGSLIST JOE 90 mins HD
For 31 days and nights, Joe Garner
will be cut off from everyone he knew
and everything he owned; everything
in his life, from food to shelter, must
come from the Craigslist website. Will
America help Joe?

SCORPION TV
3a, 140 Grays Inn Road
London, WC1X 8AX
T: +44 (0) 207 278 8829
F: +44 (0) 207 278 8829
E: david@scorpiontv.com
www.scorpiontv.com

CYBER BULLY 55 mins HD
Cyber Bully exposes the problem of
bullying over the internet and through
mobile phones, reaching beyond the
headlines to reveal the impacts of this

Stand No: P4:B1
Stand tel: +44 7595 642 800

devastating trend. We hear testimonials

Executives attending:
Juan Solera,
Sales Executive
David Cornwall,
Managing Director

as experts trying to unravel the biggest

from victims and their families, as well
issue of the digital age.

Beyond Distribution
AIRSHOW
AIRSHOW

Beyond Distribution has been a
leading independent distributor of
world-class television content since
1984, with a team based in London,
Dublin and Sydney. Beyond’s name

HILLBILLY PREPPERS – ATLANTA

is synonymous with programmes
of broad commercial appeal to

BEYOND DISTRIBUTION

television audiences worldwide and

41/42 Berners Street

the catalogue comprises over 4,000

London, W1T 3NB, UK

hours of top quality and multi-award

MANUFACTURED

ASIA RISING

T: + 44 (0) 207 323 3444

winning programming.

13 x 30 min HD

10 x 30 min HD

F: + 44 (0) 207 580 6479

From the inventors through to the

Asia Rising provides a prescient and

E: info@beyonddistribution.com

AIRSHOW

factory floor workers, Manufactured

passionate perspective on the power

www.beyonddistribution.com

8 x 60 min HD

tells the story of iconic products –

and scope of Asia in the decades

Stand No: R7.B16

This is the most dangerous part-time

from the Stetson hat, Toto Drake II

ahead, and how the shift to the East

Stand tel: + 33 (0)4 92 99 8855

profession on the planet. From the

toilet to Jack Daniel’s whiskey.

will impact the world.

Executives attending:

year pilots push too hard and pay the

3 CHEFS, 1 CITY

MYTH OR SCIENCE: THE QUEST

CEO & Managing Director

ultimate price.

13 x 30 min HD

FOR PERFECTION

Michael Murphy, General Manager

3 Chefs, 1 City explores the world’s

1 x 60 min HD

Munia Kanna-Konsek,

HILLBILLY PREPPERS – ATLANTA

greatest foodie destinations with the

Dr Jennifer Gardy puts health and

Head of Sales

6 x 30 min HD

guidance of three culinary leaders

science claims to the test to discover

Yvonne Body, Head of Acquisitions

Barry and his boys are here to train

in each city, including Heinz Beck,

whether they’re myth or science, in

Danika Porter, Head of Marketing

you, arm you and build you anything

Wolfgang Puck and Alvin Leung.

order to aid our quest for the perfect

Sales Executives:

human being.

Sherry Fynbo, Joanne Azzopardi,

ground it looks glamorous, but every

you can dream up to protect yourself,
even if it is against invading aliens.

Mikael Borglund,

Marzenna Czubowicz, Zoe Wilson

FremantleMedia Limited

FREMANTLEMEDIA LIMITED
1 Stephen Street
London, W1T 1AL, UK
T: +44 (0)20 7691 6000
E: formats@fremantlemedia.com
www.fremantlemedia.com
Stand No: Croisette 11, Cannes
Stand tel: +33 (0)4 92 99 8911
Executives attending:
Cecile Frot-Coutaz, CEO,
FremantleMedia Group
Wolf Bauer, CEO, UFA GmbH
Rob Clark, Director, Global
Entertainment Development
Keith Hindle, CEO, Digital &
Branded Entertainment
Thom Beers, CEO, FM
North America
Sara Geater, CEO, FM UK
Ian Hogg, Regional CEO,
Australia & Asia Pacific
Diana Buddingh, Director, Global
Entertainment Production
Sarah Doole, Director,
Global Drama

FITTEST FAMILY
Entertainment
National sporting superstars coach
super fit families who face extreme
challenges and tough endurance
courses in this competitive arc. Who
will deliver the fittest family to glory?
THE LOVE TABLE
Gameshow
Pull up a chair as an interactive,
electronic and talking Love Table, helps
three single guys and girls seated
across from each other try to get
themselves a date.
FITTEST FAMILY
AN HOUR TO SAVE YOUR LIFE
Reality
Gripping medical reality series which
follows the moment an emergency
call is made and the expert medical
attention a patient receives in this
critical first hour. Premiered on BBC2
with great ratings.
MASTERPIECE
Entertainment
In this innovative literary search to find
the next best-selling author, aspiring
writers compete for the chance to see
their first novel printed by a renowned
publisher.
THE X FACTOR KIDS
Entertainment
The search is on for a whole new
generation of talent, where 7–14

THE LOVE TABLE

year olds compete as groups or solo
singers to become the next singing
sensation.

WENTWORTH
Drama
Gripping drama series set in a female
prison that takes viewers inside an
uncompromising environment where
the inmates forge unlikely friendships
and allegiances in a bid for survival.
DECEPTIONS
Drama
Under a dark shroud of secrecy and
deception, this intriguing and turbulent
family saga tells a timeless story of
love, murder, mystery and revenge,
spanning three generations.

DECEPTIONS

Primevista Television Inc.
REAL POTENTIAL

CRITICAL LISTING

SARAH’S HOUSE

14 X 30 min.

6 X 30 min.

49 X 30 min.

Sarah Richardson shows homebuyers

Jo Alcorn, Lisa Colalillo and Carson

Each season, Sarah Richardson buys

three houses, renovating the deal-

Arthur rescue homebuyers who

and renovates an entire house to

breaker room in the chosen home that

discover their current home will sell for

inspire you to get the home of your

Primevista Television are producers

polishes it into a gem! Seen on HGTV

far less than they think! Seen on HGTV

dreams! Seen on HGTV Canada and

and distributors of highly-rated,

Canada and USA.

Canada.

USA.

the globe. Viewers connect with our

SARAH 101

SARAH’S SUMMER HOUSE

SARAH’S HOLIDAY PARTY

wide-ranging factual entertainment

27 X 30 min.

6 X 30 min.

1 X 60 min.

slate, programming that captures

The building blocks of design from

Sarah Richardson renovates her own

Sarah Richardson offers stylish and

the drama, humour and emotion of

Sarah Richardson and Tommy Smythe

summer home on a remote Canadian

easy décor and food ideas for the

real world situations. Characters and

transform any room in your home!

island! Seen on HGTV Canada and

chicest holiday party ever! Seen on

stories that reach past the screen to

Seen on HGTV Canada and USA.

USA.

HGTV Canada and USA.

ROOM SERVICE

SAVOIR FAIRE

DIRTY BUSINESS

91 X 30 min., 3 X 60 min.

78 X 30 min., 6 X 60 min.

26 X 30 min.

Sarah Richardson inspires with stylish,

Nik Manojlovich turns any occasion

James Dale, Joel Loblaw and Kennedy

livable interiors that stand the test of

into an over-the-top celebration for the

McRae transform outdoor spaces

time!

ones your love!

into dazzling escapes! Seen on HGTV

award winning shows seen around

entertain and inspire!

PRIMEVISTA
TELEVISION INC.
317 Adelaide St. West, Suite 705,
Toronto ON M5V 1P9, Canada
T: +1 416 964 3500
F: + 1 416 964 6100
E: michael@primevista.com
www.primevista.com

Canada.
DESIGN INC.
66 X 30 min., 2 X 60 min.

Stand number: P-1.A51
Stand tel: +1 416 576 7764

Sarah Richardson’s hip design firm

Executives attending:
Michael Prini, executive producer
Caroline Godin, distribution

each episode!

tackles a new client’s unique wishes in

REAL POTENTIAL

CRITICAL LISTING

Alfred Haber Distribution, Inc.
2014 63RD ANNUAL
MISS UNIVERSE® PAGEANT

WICKED TUNA

WICKED TUNA – NATGEO
Running time: 25 x 60’
Genre: Reality

ALFRED HABER DISTRIBUTION, INC.,

It’s the smash hit NatGeo series about

ALFRED HABER TELEVISION, INC., and

a special breed of fishermen who face

ALFRED HABER, INC., now celebrating

incredible dangers and unprecedented

45 years of business, together form

challenges to hook the elusive, and

the world’s largest distributor of U.S.

lucrative, Bluefin tuna.

network music, variety and annual
event programs, and are major
independent distributors of reality,
film, documentary, sports series and
specials. For more information about

2014 VICTORIA’S SECRET FASHION

Beatles’ groundbreaking U.S. debut

the ALFRED HABER companies,

SHOW – CBS

performance on The Ed Sullivan Show.

please visit www.alfredhaber.com.

Running time: 1 x 60’

Features many musical superstars

Genre: Variety Special

as well as a memorable reunion of

2014 63RD ANNUAL MISS

It’s television’s sexiest special of

Sir Paul McCartney & Ringo Starr

UNIVERSE® PAGEANT - NBC

the year, featuring exciting musical

performing classic Beatles songs.

Running time: 1 x 120’

guests, behind-the-scenes interviews,

Genre: Award Special

and, of course, the most beautiful

WORLD’S MOST AMAZING VIDEOS

Broadcast in over 170 territories, the

supermodels in the world.

– NBC/SPIKE TV

glamorous MISS UNIVERSE PAGEANT

Running Time: 65 x 60’

is the most popular pageant in the

THE BEATLES: THE NIGHT THAT

Genre: Reality

world today, featuring some of the

CHANGED AMERICA –

One of television’s original reality

world’s most talented and beautiful

A GRAMMY® SALUTE – CBS

success stories, it’s the highly popular

women representing their countries on

Running time: 1 x 150’

NBC/Spike TV series that features

stage, as they do throughout the year

Genre: Music Special

shocking “caught on camera” footage

in their everyday lives.

The international hit that celebrates the

of gripping, dramatic events.

50th anniversary of The

ALFRED HABER
DISTRIBUTION, INC.
111 Grand Avenue, Suite 203
Palisades Park, New Jersey 07650
T: +1 (201) 224 8000
F: +1 (201) 947 4500
E: info@haberinc.com
www.alfredhaber.com
Stand No: Palais 1, P-1.L50
Stand tel: +33 (0)4 92 99 8300
Executives attending:
Alfred Haber, President
Andrew Haber, Vice President,
International Sales
Christopher Brouder, Vice
President, International Sales
Steven Weiser, Vice President,
Domestic & International Sales
Patricia Villagran, International
Sales Executive
Jennifer Askin, International Sales
Consultant

DCD Rights

DCD Rights is one of the UK’s leading
independent television programming
distributors representing over 1,500
hours of content across a wide
range of genres including drama,
factual entertainment, lifestyle, music,
documentary programming and
formats.
THE CODE
6 x 60’
Stretching from the spectacular
Australian outback to the corridors
of power in Canberra, this new

GEORGE MICHAEL

LIBERTY OF LONDON

thriller tells the story of two brothers

women’s creativity has taken, and

gear up for the store’s busiest time of

Palais Garnier Opera House in Paris.

who unearth information those at

features interviews with the pre-

year: the Christmas season.

George takes to the same stage as the

the highest levels of political power

eminent female British artist of the

will kill to keep secret. Government

day, Tracey Emin.

sanctioned cover-up, rendition in the

eternal greats who preceded him such
MARRIAGE BOOT CAMP:

as Handle and Chopin to perform his

REALITY STARS

own timeless classics.

suburbs, rogue nation states...And two

SLUM SURVIVORS (W/T)

8 x 60’

brothers brave, or naive, enough to

3 x 60’

A new instalment from ‘Marriage Boot

SANTANA CORAZON LIVE

want to reveal the truth. The question

This new series for BBC3 takes a

Camp’ this series take on some of the

FROM MEXICO

is how far those in authority will go to

group of young people from the

most well-known couples on reality

1 x 90’

keep the bodies buried.

UK on a crash course in urban and

television and puts their relationships

Filmed live in his homeland, Mexico, at

professional survival in some of the

to the test. Trista and Ryan, the

the Arena VFG in Guadalajara in 2013,

THE MOODYS

biggest and most colourful slums

seemingly perfect couple from

this momentous musical celebration

8 x 30’

in India, Africa and Asia. They have

‘Bachelorette’, Gretchen and Slade

features a star-studded cast of

Following the successful comedy

a real job in mind but they need to

from ‘Real Housewives Of Orange

musicians alongside the legendary Roll

series A Moody Christmas, brace

pick up unique skills in order to get

County’, to name a few, are getting

& Roll Hall Of Famer, Carlos Santana. A

yourself for more Moody adventures.

themselves moving forward in these

more real than ever as we break them

documentary is included, showcasing

The new series follows the lovably

difficult times.

down to build them back up and

the concert and the beauty of

it makes for explosive, must-watch

Santana’s birthplace and celebrating

television.

his musical heritage and influences.

dysfunctional Moody family as they
come together for eight uniquely

LIBERTY OF LONDON

Moody occasions over a single year,

3 x 60’

forming a riotous family portrait of

Dominating the skyline of central

GEORGE MICHAEL LIVE AT

people we know and love.

London’s historic Carnaby Street,

PALAIS GARNIER PARIS

Liberty, is one of the world’s last great

1 x 60’

THE STORY OF WOMEN & ART

emporiums of fashion, beauty and

A powerful concert and documentary,

3 x 60’

eclectic goods. In this entertaining

produced by legendary record

Amanda Vickery explores the world of

behind the scenes documentary

producer Phil Ramone, showcases

women and art from the Renaissance

series, we meet the retail team as they

George Michael as he performs at the

to today. Following 6-8 artists per
episode the series reflects the journey

DCD RIGHTS
Glen House
22 Glenthorne Road
London
W6 0NG
T: +44 (0)20 8563 9393
E: distribution@dcdrights.com
www.dcdrights.com
Stand No: R9.A37
Executives attending:
Nicky Davies Williams, CEO
Steve Ayton, Managing Director
Rick Barker, Head of Sales
Michael Jackson, Senior Sales &
Acquisitions Executive
Pilar Perez, Head of Acquisitions

THE CODE

ABC Commercial
PARER’S WAR
1 x 100’ HD DRAMA
The story of a World War II frontline
ABC Commercial is responsible for

cameraman and his efforts to reveal

the management of a range of media

the savage truth of battle and brutal

businesses delivering products and

truth of the heart.

services to the global marketplace.
Our diverse catalogue is available
for distribution across all rights and
delivery platforms.
OPERA AUSTRALIA

ENIGMA MAN – A STONE AGE
MYSTERY

ABC COMMERCIAL
FASHION ASIA

1 x 142’ HD CARMEN ON THE

BOOMTOWN

FASHION ASIA

HARBOUR

6 x 27’ HD FACTUAL

13 x 30’ HD LIFESTYLE

1 x 130’ HD LA TRAVIATA ON THE

In the city that leads Australia’s

With a focus on fashion, design, art

HARBOUR

two-speed economy, we enter the

and youth culture, this series explores

ARTS/MUSIC

surprisingly diverse world of its

the local culture of thirteen stylish

Two new Opera Australia productions

entrepreneurs and discover the secrets

cities to show what is on trend, on the

performed under the stars on Sydney

to their success.

street.

House and Sydney Harbour Bridge as

ENIGMA MAN – A STONE AGE

KIDS ON SPEED?

a stunning backdrop.

MYSTERY

3 x 55’ HD FACTUAL

1 x 57’ HD FACTUAL/SCIENCE

A powerful series which follows four

STONE COLD JUSTICE

Two scientists discover ancient human

families battling to cope with children

1 x 45’ HD FACTUAL

remains from a remote cave in China

suspected of ADHD, and the dynamic

Violence is part of life in the Middle

and are confronted with a shocking

clinical psychologist who believes his

East, but have children now become a

possibility – have they unearthed a

cutting-edge intervention program can

new target for Israeli security forces?

new species of human?

change their lives.

Harbour, with the city, Sydney Opera

700 Harris Street
Ultimo NSW, 2007 Australia
T: +61 2 8333 5351
F: +61 2 8333 3169
E: abc.contentsales@abc.net.au
www.abccommercial.com/contentsales/
Stand No: P-1.C86/P-1.C95
Executives attending:
Sharon Ramsay-Luck, Head, ABC
Sales and Business Development
Anne McGrath, Sales Manager,
Europe
Scott Kimpton, Sales Manager,
News & Current Affairs, Middle
East, Inflight
Robyn Campbell, Sales Manager,
Asia, Australia & New Zealand
Jessica Ellis, General Manager,
Video Entertainment &
Distribution

Keshet International
jangling scenes to a studio team game

SHE’S WITH ME - Romantic Comedy

show…A television game that fuses

Keshet’s new romantic comedy which

a unique combination of the drama,

has become the most-viewed scripted

intensity and thrill of a blockbuster

series in Israel (38% average share).

action movie, with the laughter and

She’s With Me follows the impossible

fun of a new colorful primetime show.

love story between a simple baker
and an international supermodel.
Combining the universal themes of

RISING STAR - Talent Show

family values, culture clashes, celebrity,

Keshet’s trailblazing interactive

love and humor – She’s With Me has

Keshet International is Keshet Media

talent format. A new era in home

the perfect ingredients for international

Group’s global distribution and

entertainment, RISING STAR marks

broadcasters looking to create a

production arm. Headed by CEO

the first real-time voting by viewers

successful primetime scripted series.

Alon Shtruzman, it includes Keshet’s

via an innovative free app. Sold to

local production outposts (Keshet

more than 25 countries internationally

KESHET INTERNATIONAL

UK, Keshet Australia, Keshet Canada

follow ratings of up to 58% audience

with more to be announced soon) as

share and unprecedented interactive

well as its global distribution arm. KI’s

participation in Israel.

12 Raul Valenberg St.
P.O.B. 58151, 61580 Tel Aviv,
Israel
T: (972-3) 767-6412
E: info@keshetinternational.com
www.keshetinternational.com

audiences worldwide, spanning all

EASY MONEY - Comedy

Stand No: R8.C9 at Riviera 8

genres.

Keshet’s next highly anticipated

catalogue consists of over 60 tried
and tested properties that appeal to

comedy. When a broke and apathetic
claims adjuster, wins a $70 million
BOOM - Game Show

lottery jackpot you’d think he was the

Is there a more nail-biting scene on

happiest man alive. But surprisingly,

screen than a time bomb counting

he’s got a major problem - he’s not

down to impending detonation? Now

willing to spend a single cent on his

imagine transferring those nerve-

wife!

RISING STAR

SHE’S WITH ME

Executives attending:
Alon Shtruzman, CEO
Keren Shahar, Head of
Distribution & Acquisitions
Nelly Weber Feld, Sales Director
Cynthia Kennedy, Sales Director
Kelly Wright, Sales Director
Limor Gott Ronen,
Director of Marketing

Off the Fence
BARINIA

OFF THE FENCE
Herengracht 105/107
Amsterdam, 1015BE, Netherlands
T: +31 205 200 222
F: +31 205 200 223
E: info@offthefence.com
www.offthefence.com
Stand No: R7.C30
Stand tel: +33 (0)4 92 99 88 12
Executives attending:
Ellen Windemuth, CEO
Bo Stehmeier,
Managing Director, Distribution
Gerbrig Blanksma, Sales Manager
Ludo Dufor, Sales Manager
Mark Dee-Shapland,
Sales Manager
Georgina Eyre,
Head of Acquisitions
Natalie Holden,
Acquisitions and Sales Executive
With a catalogue of over 6000 hours,

mishaps, mayhem and showdowns.

culture through travel, food, wine and

LOVE AND HIP HOP

capturing audience’s imaginations

While Joan shows no signs of letting

friendship.

63 x 60 MINUTES & 10 HOUR

worldwide, we are an award-winning

up, Melissa is just trying to stay sane,

distribution and production company

and we find ourselves asking: Does

THE MYSTERY OF THE LOST SHIP

Lifestyle

specialising in high quality non-fiction

mother REALLY know best?

1 x 1 HOUR (HD)

To the casual observer, the world of

History

Hip Hop is all thrills and excitement.

and independent films with offices in

SPECIALS (HD)

Amsterdam, Bristol, London, Mainz,

WORLD’S WILDEST CITY: MANAUS

In 1588 five ships of the Spanish

But behind the scenes, Hip Hop can

Los Angeles, Cape Town and Kuala

13 x 30 MINUTES (HD)

Armada fleet rounded the coast of

be a difficult world to navigate, harder

Lumpur.

Nature and Wildlife

Donegal, Ireland with only three

still for women who are trying to find

We venture deep into the heart of the

of them making it home. In 2010

their lane. Now in its 4th year, VH1’s

YOUR INNER FISH

Amazon to Manaus. A booming hub

American diver Liam Miller discovered

hit series has taken audiences into

3 x 1 HOUR (HD)

of business and development, the

the hull of an ancient shipwreck off

the glamorous world of Hip Hop in

Science and Technology

city is growing by the day. But this is

Rutland Island in north Donegal. Could

both New York and Atlanta - with all

Leading paleontologist Dr. Neil Shubin

no ordinary city; surrounded by the

the shipwreck be one of the lost ships

the drama, backstabbing, jealousy and

and his ambitious new three-part

largest rainforest on the planet it is

of the Spanish Armada fleet? In this

friendship, it sure is a bumpy ride…

series explores the science of how

also home to some of our planet’s

gripping docudrama we follow a team

and why we are the way we are. As

most remarkable animal residents.

of archaeologists and scientists over

our host, Shubin discusses how the

Howler monkeys, anacondas, caiman,

a three year period as they seek to

human body carries the legacy of

jaguars, dolphins, sloths, and the

uncover the Mystery of the Lost Ship.

animals that lived millions of years ago

most endangered primate – the Pied

and takes viewers on a cutting-edge,

Tamarin.

scientific adventure. Produced by
Windfall Films and Tangled Bank

BARINIA

Studios, Your Inner Fish reveals a

16 x 30 MINUTES (HD)

startling truth: hidden within the

Travel and Adventure

human body is a history of life on

Beautifully captured in 5K, we follow

Earth.

Patrick, Narelle and their dog Shadow
on the classic yacht Barinia, joining

JOAN & MELISSA:

them as they take in the stunning

JOAN KNOWS BEST

coastal landscapes of Southern Europe

34 x 1 HOUR (HD)

and Eastern Turkey. In each port they

Lifestyle

visit friends, celebrate local customs

Joan Rivers, comedy icon and die-hard

and share in the passions of the

New Yorker, relocates to California

Mediterranean. Narelle comes armed

to be closer to daughter Melissa and

with fresh seasonal produce and

grandson Cooper. Now in its 4th

ingredients from each market, cooking

season this hilarious series follows

aboard Barinia’s small galley in true

the mother and daughter duo in their

local tradition. This is a celebration of

WORLD’S WILDEST CITY: MANAUS

AIR ACES

Entertainment One Television
MATADOR (El Rey Network)
Genre: Action Series (2014)
Episodes: 13 x 60 min
From Executive Producer Robert
Rodriguez and the writers and
producers of Transformers and Star
Trek.
In a game of life and death, DEA agent
Tony Bravo must go undercover on a

ENTERTAINMENT ONE
TELEVISION
145 King St. East
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5C 2Y7
T: +1 416 309 4200
F: +1 416 309 4290
E: tvinfo@entonegroup.com
http://sales.eonetv.com
Stand number: Croisette 15 C15.A5
Stand tel: +33 (0)4 92 99 8821
Executives attending:
Darren Throop, President & CEO,
Entertainment One
John Morayniss, CEO,
Entertainment One Television
Peter Emerson, President eOne
TV International
Prentiss Fraser, SVP, Worldwide
Sales & Acquisitions, eOne TV
International
Valerie Cabrera, EVP, eOne TV
International

highly classified mission to investigate
a mysterious and flamboyant
communications mogul and owner
of one of the greatest soccer teams
in the world. Tony, a former athlete
who dreamt of being a soccer star in
Entertainment One (eOne) continues

Close Up Kings, Shannon and

his youth, is tasked with making the

to make great television available

Sophie, Cook Your Ass Off and

team and infiltrating the dangerous

to networks worldwide. Through

Cars that Rock with music legend

inner circle. To succeed, he’ll need

exclusive, top-tier output agreements,

Brian Johnson. We offer a first class

the espionage skills to impress his

our robust slate includes the highly

distribution service with full access to

superiors and fast footwork to impress

anticipated scripted dramas Halt

our localized sales and acquisition

the coaches. Will he make the cut or

and Catch Fire, Turn and The Red

teams as well as direct Home

die trying?

Road from AMC and Sundance

Entertainment and digital distribution

Cast: Gabriel Luna (Prison Break,

Channel, and Matador from Robert

in US, Canada, UK, Germany, Spain,

NCIS: Los Angeles, Nicky Whelan

Rodriguez’s El Rey Networks. Our

France, Benelux, Scandinavia,

(Friends with Benefits, Scrubs), Neil

diverse lineup is further strengthened

Australia, New Zealand, South Africa,

Hopkins (The Mentalist, CSI: Miami)

by engaging unscripted series like

and Korea.

Gaumont International Television
Will Graham who is haunted by his

secrets begin to unravel, Hemlock

ability to empathize with serial killers.

Grove forces us to ask what is the true

As Will hunts down brutal killers, he

nature of a monster.

is unknowingly sitting across from
Gaumont International Television is

the most gifted killer of all. From the

BARBARELLA – CANAL+, AMAZON

a production and distribution studio

inventive mind of executive producer

Running time: 13 x 60’

based in Los Angeles and part of

Bryan Fuller.

Genre: Drama

Gaumont, the legendary European-

Type: Series

based motion picture studio.

HEMLOCK GROVE - NETFLIX

Director Nicolas Winding Refn (Drive,

Gaumont, formed in 1895, is one

Running time: 23 x 60’

Bronson) and writers Neal Purvis &

of the main European production

Genre: Drama

Robert Wade (Skyfall, Casino Royale)

companies with a film library holding

Type: Series

bring their uncompromising vision

over 900 titles. As an independent

From acclaimed director Eli Roth, and

to the iconic character of Barbarella.

studio, Gaumont International

based on the gothic novel by Brian

As Barbarella is called upon to save

Television is producing high-quality

McGreevy, comes a groundbreaking

a civilization, she also begins to find

drama and comedy television

series that tells the tale of the

answers to the question that has

programming for the U.S. and

unraveling of a once vibrant and

haunted her entire life: where did she

international markets.

now struggling community after a

come from?

mysterious death. As the town’s
HANNIBAL – NBC, AXN
Running time: 26 x 60’
Genre: Drama
Type: Series

9200 W. Sunset Blvd. #820
Los Angeles, CA 90069
T: +1 (310) 775 2440
F: +1 (310) 550 1685
E: sales@gaumontinternationaltv.
com
www.gaumontinternationaltv.com
Stand No: R8.C1

Consistently named one of the best
shows on TV by critics everywhere,
Hannibal explores the unique
and riveting early relationship of
psychiatrist Dr. Hannibal Lecter and
a young FBI criminal profiler named

GAUMONT INTERNATIONAL
TELEVISION

HANNIBAL

HEMLOCK GROVE

Executives attending:
Katie O’Connell, CEO
Sam Semon,
EVP of Business Operations
Erik Pack, Head of International
Distribution and Co-Production

Carnaby Sales & Distribution

Carnaby International Sales and
Distribution is a UK film company
specialising in worldwide sales,
production, co-productions and UK
distribution – with a catalogue of
award-winning feature films and
documentaries. We have built up
a fast growing and recognisable
brand at all major motion picture
and television festivals and markets
worldwide.
WEE MAN (106 minutes)
Martin Compston (Sweet Sixteen, The
Disappearance of Alice Creed), John
Hannah (The Mummy, Four Weddings
and A Funeral)
BAFTA AWARD WINNER:
Best Film (Audience Award)
BAFTA AWARD WINNER: New
Talent, Best Actor (Daniel Kerr)
Crime and drama come head to head
in this multi award-winning feature
film, based on true events, that
exposes the fascinating, mysterious
and violent criminal underworld and

I, SUPERBIKER 4 (87 minutes)

ARE YOU READY FOR LOVE

one of the most infamous men behind

Shane ‘Shakey’ Byrne, Alex Lowes,

(88 minutes)

it all.

Ryuichi Kiyonari. Narrated by the voice

A light-hearted and hilarious romantic

of F1 racing, Murray Walker.

comedy about an unlikely group of

THE LAST DROP (103 minutes)

singles chosen for a publicity stunt to

Billy Zane (Dead Calm, Titanic),

“Brilliant”- The Sun

promote a self-help book about dating

Michael Madsen (Resevoir Dogs, Kill

“Utterly Thrilling”- Motorcycle News

and how to find ‘the one’.

Bill), Laurence Fox (W.E., Becoming

“Truly Spectacular” - Daily Mirror

Jane)

OCTANE (89 minutes)
A fast-paced, high-octane feature

High-speed car chases and intense

Action, comedy and drama combine

documentary that follows sports’ top

rivalries rule the underground world

with a fantastic ensemble cast in this

riders as they battle it out at 200

of street racing, but there can only be

story of an unsuspecting group of

mph in the most competitive and

one king of the streets in this teenage

soldiers who use the fog of war to plan

dangerous motorcycle championship

Fast and the Furious.

the heist of the century.

in the world.

CARNABY SALES &
DISTRIBUTION
Suite 6
12 Bourchier Street
London, W1D 4HZ
T: +44 207 434 0185
E: markets@carnabysales.com
www.carnabysales.com
Stand No: MEDIA Stand,
P4-B1, Booth 412
Executives attending:
Tania Sarra, International Sales
Andy Loveday, Joint CEO
Sean O’Kelly, Joint CEO

The New Flemish Primitives
people, twelve very different months,

really is The Stronger Sex.

Be it design...food… cities… lifestyle…

Recognisable, funny, emotional and

Format available

art, LUST FOR LIFE tracks the

never ever boring, just like life itself.
Format/ready-mades available

hottest tips and trends in the world’s
No two people are the same, and

coolest cities, from street fishing to

everyone is special in some way –

longboarding, hagtag trash to insect

For fun, inspiring, innovative access

BEST FRIENDS – location-based

each day the format EVERYBODY’S

gastronomy. A must for all lovers of life

and prime time programming to suit

entertainment show in which teams

FAMOUS seeks out different people

in the global village.

all budgets and genres: be it quiz,

of two celebrities, friends in real life,

from all walks of life and gives them,

Format/readymade available

game, reality, location adventure,

aim to prove that the strength of their

as Andy Warhol once predicted, their

studio-based entertainment, reality,

friendship. As we learn more about

own 15 minutes of prime time fame,

THE TWELFTH MAN an all-new quiz

factual, comedy and drama – The

the persons behind the personalities,

Funny, surprising, inspiring TV.

in which self-formed teams of eleven:

New Flemish Primitives – we’re

which of the teams will ultimately

Format available

friends, family, clubs etc compete

Flanders’ finest for formats!

triumph and win the BEST FRIENDS
title? Format available

Formats for MIP-TV 2014 include:

for the unique chance to join their
BAKE MATCH - Three keen amateur

national team at the finals of the FIFA

bakers compete each episode in a

World Cup.
Format available

CHANNEL VS CHANNEL – two

STRONGER SEX – 100.000 years of

specific baking challenge. Be it cup

hosts and rival channels compete each

evolution, 2.000 years of family life,

cakes, bavarois or biscuits, they must

week in ten very different challenges

150 years of feminism, 10 years of

bring their own particular flair and

sent in by viewers. A ground-breaking

metro-sexu¬ality … Male and female

interpretation to the recipe if they want

format and a TV first that has broken

celebrity teams compete in a location

to triumph and win their way to their

all time ratings records years this

based adventure reality show. Testing

public’s heart – and stomach.

Spring. Entertaining, enthralling,

the stereotypes to determine which

engrossing – and quite simply unique.
Format available

THE NEW FLEMISH
PRIMITIVES
Huart Hamoirlaan 105
1030 Brussels
Belgium
T: +32 470 991 891
E: sue.green@tnfp.tv
www.tnfp.tv
Stand No: P-1.e56

2013 - a warm, surprising factual
reality format that goes straight
to the heart – ten very different
CHANNEL VS CHANNEL

THE TWELFTH MAN

Executives attending:
Sue Green, managing director
Jes van Gaever, sales executive

A+E Networks
PETALS ON THE WIND

BIG HISTORY

MIRACLES DECODED

1 x 2 hours

16 x 1/2 hour + 1 x 2 hour Special.

8 x 1 hour

The second installment from V.C.

Science and history merge to reveal an

A riveting new series about miracles

Andrews’ international best-selling

unexpected twist on historical events.

and supernatural phenomena.

book series, Flowers in the Attic.
Reaching more than 330 million

WAHLBURGERS

DUCK DYNASTY

households in over 160 countries

WORLD WARS

8 x 1/2 hour + 1 x 1 hour

12 x 1 hour

worldwide, A+E Networks®, led by

6 x 1 hour or 3 x 2 hours

Hollywood stars and brothers Mark

Meet the Robertsons, modern day

three iconic brands A&E Network®,

An historic account of the two most

and Donnie Wahlberg join forces

Beverly Hillbillies living the American

HISTORY®, and Lifetime®, is an

cataclysmic conflicts of the 20th

with their sibling Paul to run a sizzling

Dream, operating a multi-million dollar

award-winning, global media content

Century, WWI and WWII.

burger venture.

empire fabricating, duck calls!

diverse communications environment

B.O.R.N. TO STYLE

DON’T TRUST ANDREW MAYNE

ranging from television networks to

10 x 1 hour

13 x ½ hour

websites, DVDs, gaming, and more.

A lifestyle makeover series centered

Andrew Mayne is a charming,

on a “fierce” four-some from New

underhandedly likeable troublemaker

York, and their larger-than-life boss.

who also happens to be a brilliant

company offering consumers a

FLOWERS IN THE ATTIC
1 x 2 hours

illusionist.

A movie based on V.C. Andrews’
controversial and cult classic book,
starring Heather Graham and Ellen
Burstyn.
KIM OF QUEENS
12 x 1 hour
Dance Moms meets My Fair Lady in
this real-life series starring Georgia’s
most outspoken and outrageous
pageant coach, Kim Gravel.

FLOWERS IN THE ATTIC

A+E NETWORKS
235 East 45th Street
New York, NY 10017, USA
T: +1 212 210 1400
F: +1 212 907 9476
E: Intl.sales@aenetworks.com
sales.aenetworks.com
Stand number: P3.C10
Executives attending:
Marielle Zuccarelli, Managing
Director, International Content
Distribution
Denis Cantin, Vice President
and Head of Sales, International
Content Sales, EMEA
Ellen Lovejoy, Vice President,
International Content Sales
Jo Lovell, Senior Director,
International Content Sales, EMEA
Michael Oesterlin, Director,
International Content Sales, EMEA

Small World IFT
GRANDPAS OVER FLOWERS

SMALL WORLD IFT
19 Heddon Street,
London, W1B 4BG, UK
T: +44 (0) 20 7851 6500
www.smallworldift.com
Stand No: C15.A6
Executives attending:
Tim Crescenti, President
Colleen Crescenti,
Managing Director
Luci Burnley, Senior VP, Formats
Small World IFT has a global

ALL-STAR LIFEGUARDS!

as they are challenged to diagnose

unpredictable physical and mental

reputation for finding the most unique

Reality Format

real-life conditions in this dynamic

challenges, ranging from role-playing

and entertaining formats from around

30’ +

detective game show. Hosted by

to cryptic questions. Each company

the world. With experience that

Ten TV stars embark on the most

Doctor What, each week the doctors

will choose their winning applicant,

encompasses producing over 160

challenging experience of their lives

are presented with a puzzling case

explaining what qualities the celebrity

formats in 65 countries, Small World

as they train to be lifeguards. Each

in the form of video re-enactments.

demonstrated, and the winner will be

is a trusted brand with the biggest

episode, our beach-bronzed stars

From the clues, the doctors compete

“hired” to work in the business for a

names in television. Small World

compete in missions measuring their

to determine a correct diagnosis that

day.

hopes to make the world a better

fitness, courage and tolerance. As

will only be revealed at the end of the

place through television… sort of like

the show progresses the weak are

show.

Mother Teresa.

whittled down and eliminated until

THE AU-PAIRS
Reality Format

one champion walks away with a cash

STAR HR!

30’ +

GRANDPAS OVER FLOWERS

prize and new profession. Alongside

Studio Game Show Format

The Au-Pairs tells the stories of diverse

Reality Format

the physically challenging lifeguard

45’ +

young women as they take their first

45’ +

training, we follow the stars’ daily lives

Job interviews are not always as you

steps outside of home, travelling

Grandpas Over Flowers is a humorous

in their tropical beach resort home.

would expect them to be. “Why is

abroad to live and work as au pairs.

a tennis ball fuzzy?” “What’s your

The show portrays the life of the au

adventure format that sees four
veteran celebrities on a backpacking

DOCTOR WHAT: DIAGNOSIS

favorite song? Perform it for us now!”

pairs – partying, looking for love and

trip, on a limited budget, with a

UNKNOWN

STAR HR! highlights the bizarre and

coping with homesickness. What is

list of places to see and things to

Studio Game Show Format

challenging questions real companies

life like for these young adults facing a

accomplish, in a short amount of time.

45’+

ask their applicants. Over three

different culture, a new host family and

The highest rating entertainment show

Four junior doctors use their medical

rounds, recruiters from three major

an unruly child?

on Korean cable TV, ever!

knowledge and expertise of deduction

companies set celebrities a variety of
THE AU-PAIRS

Shaftesbury / Smokebomb Entertainment
UNLIKELY HEROES
Eight x five minutes; kids comedy
Written by Tim Burns, this series for
web, mobile and broadcast follows the
adventure of a rag-tag group of teens
taking on cryptic puzzles, deadly traps
and a medieval steam-punk civilization
during one action-packed day.

With offices in Toronto and Los
Angeles, Shaftesbury is a global
thought leader and innovator of

SHAFTESBURY/
SMOKEBOMB
ENTERTAINMENT

STATE OF SYN

original content for all platforms
in more than 120 countries.

STATE OF SYN

to run a new right-wing TV news

Shaftesbury’s award-winning

Eight x five minutes; science fiction

network staffed by a dysfunctional

digital media division, Smokebomb

motion novel

team including devoutly Christian

Entertainment, creates convergent

Starring Jewel Staite (Firefly) and

morning show host Shandy Sommers

extensions for television and original

David Hewlett (Stargate Atlantis),

(Samantha Bee, The Daily Show with

transmedia content.

this 3D-enabled sci-fi motion novel

Jon Stewart).

for broadcast, web, mobile and
BACKPACKERS

Google Glass explores the mystery

LONG STORY, SHORT

10 x 11 minutes; comedy

surrounding a global technology

11 x five minutes; drama

This comedy series for web, mobile

corporation that is manufacturing

Created and written by and starring

and broadcast, available as a straight

a highly addictive new sensory

actor Katie Boland (Reign), this edgy

narrative or an interactive Choose-

experience.

series for web, mobile and broadcast

Your-Own-Adventure, follows best

follows a young woman and her two

friends Ryan (Noah Reid) and Brandon

GOOD GOD

best friends as they navigate messy

(Dillon Casey) as they race across

23 x 30 minutes; comedy

relationships, drunken mishaps and

Europe in search of Beth, Ryan’s

Neurotic, left-leaning producer George

other assorted humiliations on the

missing bride-to-be.

Findlay (Ken Finkleman) agrees

road to adulthood.

163 Queen St East, Suite 100,
Toronto, Canada M5A 1S1
T: +1 416 363 1411
F: +1 416 363 1428
E: sales@shaftesbury.ca
www.shaftesbury.ca
Stand No: R7.A12
Executives attending:
Christina Jennings,
Chairman & CEO
Maggie Murphy, Head,
Shaftesbury U.S.
Joanna Webb,
SVP, Content Strategy
Adam Haight,
SVP, Scripted Content
Jay Bennett, VP,
Digital/Creative Director
Ryan St. Peters, VP, Sales &
Business Development
Katherine Wolfgang, VP,
Marketing & Communications
Rebecca Herr, Marketing Executive

RTÉ Global
THE NOTORIOUS 1X52’

JIGS & WIGS, EXTREME WORLD OF

THE IRISH CHILD PAGEANT STORM

In the world’s fastest growing sport,

IRISH DANCING 6X25’

1X52’

we enter the high-stakes world of the

Observational documentary on the

A revealing observational documentary

Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC)

more unusual individuals that make

exploring the often weird world of

RTÉ Global, the sales and distribution

as an Irishman stands on the threshold

Irish dancing a vibrant and progressive

Universal Royalty Beauty Pageants as

division of Irish broadcaster RTÉ

of becoming its next global superstar.

phenomenon, starting with a traveller

they travel to Ireland.

Television, is the world’s leading

family trying to overcome prejudice

supplier of Irish content around

CLASS SWAP 6X25’

and tradition to make their mark in the

SOMEBODY TO LOVE 1X52’

the globe. Our portfolio of quality

We follow three groups of Irish

world of Irish dancing.

Love, sex and disability are explored

programming and formats covers the

students and teachers as they sample

spectrum, from drama, comedy and

school life in three European countries.

TITANIC BELFAST 1X52’

into the romantic lives of people with

entertainment content to lifestyle, arts,

Expectations are high as the students

Featuring fascinating footage & unique

physical or intellectual disabilities.

music, natural history, factual and

arrive into a cool Finland, a sunny

interviews with Titanic experts, Titanic

education.

Spain and a snowy rural Poland.

Belfast tells the untold story of how

HER BODY, OUR BABIES 1X52’

Class Swap features three radically

one of the worst disasters at sea was

An observational film following one

different countries with equally varying

followed by almost a century of silence

couple as they travel to India to realise

approaches to education.

in Belfast.

their dream of starting a family via

in a new documentary which takes us

surrogacy.
THE NOTORIOUS

JIGS & WIGS, EXTREME
WORLD OF IRISH DANCING

RTÉ GLOBAL
Stage 7, Donnybrook,
Dublin 4, Ireland
T: +353 1 208 2030
F: +353 1 208 2656
E: edel.edwards@rte.ie
www.rte.ie/global
Stand number: P-1.A82
Executives attending:
Edel Edwards, Head of
Programme Sales
Laura Stearn, Programme
Sales Executive

Electric Sky
Electric Sky is an independent factual
distributor based in the UK and Hong
Kong. We are renowned for providing
quality factual one-offs and series that
inform and entertain an international
audience. Launched in 1998, Electric
Sky now represents a catalogue

F2 KICKS OFF

THE MUNCH BOX

of over 2000 hours of factually
entertaining programming.

F2 KICKS OFF

record-breaking years at the club; with

THE MUNCH BOX

16x22’ HD

video diary, archival footage, exclusive

12x45’ HD

ELECTRIC SKY

Broadcaster: London Live

access and interviews showing what

Broadcaster: ITV1 & CiTV

1 Clifton Mews, Clifton Hill
Brighton, BN1 3HR
T: +44 (0) 1273 22 4240
F: +44 (0) 1273 22 4250
E: info@electricsky.com
www.electricsky.com

F2 are Billy Wingrove and Jeremy

it’s really like to play football for one of

A fun, fast paced food show for kids. In

Lynch - a new, exciting and emerging

the biggest clubs in the world, both on

each episode two new teams of boys

original talent. They’ve stunned and

and off the pitch.

vs girls go head-to-head over a series

world from Lionel Messi to Arab

MUMMY HUNTERS

Stand No: R7.E65
Stand tel: +33 4 92 99 8818

Royalty with their genre bending

6x60’ HD

mix of unbelievable football skills,

Broadcaster: UKTV & Viasat

SKY HIGH SCRAPERS

breathtaking showmanship, and

Journey back into the ancient world

5x45’ 2D/3D

innovative performance football.

with Mummy Hunters. In this action

Broadcaster: Discovery

packed adventure series we follow our

In this returnable series we follow a

LIFE OF RYAN

crack team as they unlock the secrets

crew of over 20 high-wire rope access

1x60’ HD

of the mummies frozen in time. This

engineers as they tackle some of

Broadcaster: ITV1

series travels the globe to uncover

the most dramatic, challenging and

We look back at Giggs’ celebrated 24

bodies from beyond the grave.

dangerous jobs in the USA.

entertained audiences around the

Executives attending:
David Pounds, Chief Executive
Amy Kemp, Head of Sales
Nuno I, Head of Sales and
Acquisitions - Asia
Ros Ali, Associate Director
Carolina Perez, Sales Manager
Stella Briley, Head of Acquisitions
Chloe Deadman, Sales Assistant

of entertaining, high-energy cooking
challenges.

ALL3MEDIA International
Perfection’, Todd Chrisley runs his life
like he runs his businesses – with an
iron fist and much love. Follow the
behind the scenes at one of Britain’s
all3media international is the

best known global brands, Inside

distribution arm of the all3media

British Airways reveals exactly

group and licenses a catalogue of

what it takes to run a multi-billion

award-winning TV programmes to

pound international airline in the 21st

broadcasters and media platforms

Century; whilst The Embassy takes

across the globe. Over 2000

us inside the Australian Embassy, in

broadcast, DVD and digital platform

Thailand’s capital Bangkok, to give

clients from over 200 countries

unprecedented access into the world

entertain their audiences with the

of lost passports, drug trafficking, and

content we supply.

deportation. The stars of Growing
Up Downs challenge society’s

all3media international brings to

preconceptions of their disability

MIPTV a host of innovative and

in an inspirational performance of

exciting formats; from salon owners

Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Proving that

vying to be rewarded for the ‘best

real life is more dramatic than fiction,

salon experience’ in Salon Wars; to

ANZAC Girls follow the true stories

Killer Magic where five magicians

of five Australian and New Zealand

compete to perform the best trick and

Army nurses who put their lives on

avoid having to risk it all in a notorious

the line for King and Country during

and dangerous feat.

World War I – and new drama Hope
and Wire follows the aftermath of

Then get acquainted with Atlanta’s

the devastating earthquakes in New

first family of fabulous in Chrisley

Zealand’s Christchurch and the effects

Knows Best, as real estate developer,

of tragedy and triumph against the

entrepreneur, and ‘Patriarch of

odds.

INSIDE BRITISH AIRWAYS

ALL3MEDIA
INTERNATIONAL
Berkshire House
168-173 High Holborn
London, WC1V 7AA
T: + 44 (0)20 7845 4350
F: + 44 (0)20 7845 4360
E: rachel.glaister@all3media.com
www.all3mediainternational.com
Stand number: R8.C20
Stand tel: +33 (0)4 92 99 8923

Terranoa
+/-5 METERS

MISSION ROSETTA, COMET CHASER

5x52’ - Wildlife

52’ - Science

An original look at the wildlife one can

Follow the mission in action as it

see at ±5 meters above the water

unfolds over 2014, watching the

surface, from the Mangroves to the

spacecraft Rosetta entering in close

open seas. A feast for the eye and a

contact as never before with a Comet

thrill for animal lovers!

to reveal its secrets.

for innovative, high profile factual

BRAZIL’S COASTLINES

FUNDAMENTALISM: IS THERE A

productions, with an eclectic catalogue

5x52’ - Travel

WAY BACK?

of over 1000 hours covering.

A breathtaking journey blending the

52’ - Current Affairs

With a long-established expertise

best aerial shots to reveal the country’s

An investigative journey in today’s

in Factual content we supply our

geography, cultural diversity and

Pakistan in search for hope and new

extensive network of broadcasters

heritage.

solutions to defuse radical islamism.

ANIMAL DOCTORS

EXTREME TRUCKING

52’ - Science

5x52’ - Travel & Adventure

Find out what health care strategies

Travel on the world’s most dangerous

animals use in the wild. To which

roads with truckers who are not run-of-

extent are these suitable for human

the-mill drivers. Go along for the ride

medicine?

on the highways to hell.

INSIDE A TRADER’S BRAIN

PICASSO, THE LEGACY

52’ - Sciences

52’ & 110’ - Arts & Culture

Neurosciences scrutinize traders’

With unprecedented access to family

brain to find out more about stress

archives, this film provides 40 years

management , revealing the human

after Picasso’s death, new insights

factor behind the global economy.

into the artist’s life and rich creative

Terranoa is a benchmark distributor

and platforms worldwide with the best
factual productions around the world.

+/-5 METERS

MISSION ROSETTA, COMET CHASER

TERRANOA
155 rue de Charonne
75011 Paris, FRANCE
T: + 33 1 55 25 59 41
F: + 33 1 55 25 59 03
E: contact@terranoa.com
www.terranoa.com
Stand number: P -1. A75
Executives attending:
Isabelle Graziadey,
Head of Sales and Acquisistions
Emmanuelle Jouanole,
General Manager
Veronique Commelin,
Senior Sales Manager
Laetitia Doyle,
Senior Sales Manager

process.

BELIANE

Independent distributor based in Paris
making a consistent catalogue of

sons to bring them back home.

THE AFRICA EXPRESS

documentaries and performing arts

FIFDH 2013: Young Jury Prize

(52’) – HD - 2013

with a tailor-made strategy for each
programme.

Get on board the Africa Express train
NEW ORLEANS: STREET JAZZ &

for a one-week railroad tour around

DIRTY RAP

UK with musical legends as Damon

DANCING CITY: JOHANNESBURG

(52’) – HD - 2013

Albarn, Paul McCartney, and the best

(52’) – HD - 2012

An in-depth look at this legendary

musicians from Africa.

20 years after the abolition of the

city devastated by hurricane Katrina,

apartheid, the South Africa’s urban

but which continues to nourish and

culture influences the whole world.

perpetuate a strong culture of jazz and

For a few days we dive into the life of

hip-hop throughout the world.

young dancers to finish with a dance
battle.

PYGMY BLUES
(52’) – HD - 2012

IN UTERO SREBRENICA

The travel of a lifetime for Soyi to fulfil

(52’) – HD - 2012

her late partner’s final wish: to bring

20 years after the genocide, mothers

the sacred idol handed down by his

and wives are still looking for bone

ancestors to his son back in the village

pieces of their beloved husbands and

in deep Congo.

IN UTERO SREBRENICA

NEW ORLEANS: STREET JAZZ &
DIRTY RAP

BELIANE
144/146 rue des Poissonniers
75018 Paris, France
T: +33(0) 1 5603 9087
F: +33(0) 1 5603 9084
E: anne.littardi@beliane.com
www.beliane.com
Stand number: P-1. A75
Stand tel: +33 (0)4 9299 8041
Executives attending:
Anne Littardi, General Manager

Upside Distribution
LOOKING FOR RIO

CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN: TOP OF

THE ALBERT GOERING FILE

Football Worldcup 2014: Eric Cantona

THE HEELS

He wrote a list of 34 names. 34

goes back in time to focus on the

Start spreading the news, don’t wait for

Jewish people he saved from

legendary football clubs of Rio de

the other shoe to drop: fall for the red

deportation and death. He was

Janeiro.

sole man.

Hermann Goering’s brother.

original, innovative and high quality

MARLON BRANDO: AN ACTOR

PROVENCE, AUGUST 1944: THE

MY LIFE MADE IN FRANCE

programming to broadcasters and

NAMED DESIRE

OTHER D-DAY

The challenge: to live 100% local for a

digital platforms around the world.

July 1st 2014: 10 years after his death,

End of 1943 beginning 1944, the

year. Format.

We team-up with the best French and

a fresh and unflinching look at the

Allies took the decision of a double

World producers and we select only

most legendary actor of all times.

invasion in the North and in the South

UPSIDE DISTRIBUTION is a key player
in the international market enjoying
a solid reputation in providing

the best programs in their genre.

of France.

UPSIDE DISTRIBUTION
33 quai de Dion Bouton
92800 Puteaux, France
T: +33 1 58 47 83 27
E: contact@upsidetelevision.com
www.upsidedistribution.com
Stand number: P-1.H69
Executives attending:
Yann Le Prado, CEO
Arianna Castoldi, Sales and
Acquisitions Executive
Lydia Kali, Sales and Acquisitions
Manager
Pauline Saint Hilaire, Sales and
Acquisitions Manager

Elk Entertainment
competition ever. Their mission is
to transform a 100 square meter
wasteland into a beautiful dream
garden. The first series of Garden
Masters is in production for TV2
Norway for a fall 2014 TX.
Elk Entertainment was founded in

HASSELHOFF –

August 2012 to develop and produce

A SWEDISH TALK SHOW

content for all media platforms. The

(10 x 44 minutes)

company is based in Stockholm,

SEND IN THE CLOWNS

friendly, all under the watchful eyes of

In this funny and entertaining talk

Sweden and consists of the

(6 x 45 minutes)

a hard-to-please jury duo.

show format The Hoff interviews

international distribution company Elk

Six of Sweden’s most beloved and

Broadcast in Sweden on SVT, starting

Swedish celebrities and penetrates all

Format and the production company

popular comedians meet and delve

fall 2014.

things Swedish. “So tell me, why are

Elk Production.

into each other’s careers and engage

ELK ENTERTAINMENT
Birger Jarlsgatan 57 C
113 56 Stockholm, Sweden
T: +46 76 272 2714
E: elvira.carlbaum@elkentertainment.se
www.elkentertainment.se

you famous?” Hasselhoff’s trademark

in discussions about comedy in

GARDEN MASTERS

opening question says a lot about the

general. Strongest premiere of locally

(10 x 45 minutes)

tone of the show. As they say, if he

produced show on Kanal 5 (SBS

In Garden Masters ten of the nation’s

can talk to a car, he can talk to anyone.

Discovery) since 2010.

most passionate amateur gardeners

Currently airing on TV3 in Sweden.

face off in the biggest horticultural
READY, STEADY, CLEAN
(8 x 60 minutes)

Stand No: Riviera 8, R8.A3

An entertaining nationwide search for

Executives attending:
Mattias Olsson,
Head of Programmes
Jock Millgårdh,
Head of Development
Elvira Carlbaum, Sales Manager
Mia Schotte, Sales Manager

Sweden’s top cleaner. Every episode
takes place in a new city where four
self-proclaimed cleaning experts face
off in three competition challenges.
To win the contestants must clean
quickly, efficiently, and environmentally

Passion Distribution
beachfront estates but only one of

LIFE WITH LA TOYA

these idyllic paradises will make the

SEASON 1B: 13 x 30’

cut. World of Wonder Productions for

Returning for a new season, Life With

HGTV

La Toya takes you inside the world

London based Passion Distribution

DEREK

of La Toya Jackson, a showbiz icon

specialises in popular quality

AIR PRESSURE W/T

you only thought you knew. World of

programming and formats in genres

4 x 60’ / 8 x 30’

Wonder Productions for OWN: Oprah

including Factual Entertainment,

A dramatic and visually jaw dropping

Winfrey Network

Reality, Documentaries, Lifestyle,

series which follows the rookie pilots

Drama, Comedy and Game-shows.

of Indonesian’s Susi Air – the world’s

DEREK

Passion Distribution has exclusive

most challenging airline. These pilots

SEASON 2: 6 x 30

distribution agreements with many

fly in the most perilous and remote

Ricky Gervais’ comedy about a group

US broadcasters and production

places in the world with some of the

of outsiders living on society’s margins

companies was officially launched

most bizarre passengers and goods.

returns! Not only are the old gang

PASSION DISTRIBUTION

by its founder and CEO, Sally Miles,

A Firecracker Films production for

back, but there are some new faces at

in 2008. In November 2012,

Channel 4

Broadhill. Derek is still there, however,

Elsinore House
77 Fulham Palace Road
London, W6 8JA
T: +44 (0)207 981 9801
F: +44 (0)207 401 7801
E: frasercameron@passiondistribution.com
www.passiondistribution.com

Passion Distribution became part of

spreading kindness wherever he goes.

the Tinopolis Group merging with

VANILLA ICE GOES AMISH

Mentorn International and increasing

SEASON 1 & 2: 11 x 30’

the catalogue to over 8,000 hours.

Vanilla Ice goes inside the largest

Derek Productions for Channel 4
VANILLA ICE GOES AMISH

Amish settlement in the U.S. and
ISLAND HUNTERS

learns to embrace the simple life.

Stand number: P4.C18

22 x 30’

He’ll earn his keep by tackling major

In each stand-alone episode we

construction projects – without using

follow a family as they tour three

his power tools. A Juma Entertainment

separate private islands looking for

production for DIY Network

Executives attending:
Sally Miles, CEO
Nick Rees, Managing Director
Emma Simpkins, Director of Sales
Hana Palmer, Head of Sales,
Formats & Scripted
Nick Tanner,
Senior Sales Manager

the ultimate tropical purchase. They’ll
explore multiple vacation homes and

SBS International
mountain hut or uncovering the gay

forefathers. Over three weeks, the

underground ballroom scene in NY,

series looks at the daring raids on

traveling without a plan has never

Singapore 3000 kms behind enemy

been so enlightening.

lines, and secret missions in Timor,

UNPLANNED AMERICA

Papua New Guinea and Borneo.
Z SPECIAL UNIT
In 1942, with the Japanese invasion

SHANE DELIA’S TURKEY

SBS International is the program sales

of Singapore, an Australian Special

Stage two of Shane’s odyssey takes

division of SBS Television, Australia’s

Operations unit was formed to strike

him to exotic Turkey to experience the

foremost multicultural broadcaster.

back at the enemy in a series of near

legacy of the Byzantine and Ottoman

Our content inspires global audiences

suicidal missions deep behind enemy

Empires. This series is a celebration

to explore, appreciate and celebrate

lines. Now, in a unique ‘living history’

of Shane’s love for the cultures that

our diverse world.

approach, SBS recruit descendants

make up the Middle East and the joy

of the men who did it for real to give

the region has brought him: life, love

UNPLANNED AMERICA

them a taste of the same tough

and food.

Three lifelong friends have thrown

training regime and missions as their

away the travel books and hit the

Z SPECIAL UNIT

highways of the USA armed with a
camera and open minds. Whether
chasing up a lead from a local friend
or eavesdropping on a knowledgeable
small town barfly, the trip stumble
upon a variety of secretive and little
seen subcultures.
From going on night patrol with real
life superheroes in Seattle to delving
deep in to the LA porn industry:
changing the ice on a cryogenically
frozen corpse in a Colorado

SBS INTERNATIONAL
14 Herbert Street, Artarmon
NSW 2064, Australia
T: +61 2 9430 2828
F: +61 2 99064797
E: ips@sbs.com.au
www.sbs.com.au/sbsinternational/
Stand number: P-1. B99
Executives attending:
Lara von Ahlefeldt,
Head of Programme Sales
Cecilia Twomey, Sales Manager
Charlotte Hitchens, Sales and
Marketing Executive

13 episodes (21 hours) | Entertainment |

Stand Croisette 11 Cannes
www.fremantlemedia.com
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